We present preliminary absolute branching fraction measurements of leptonic D 
Introduction
The leptonic decays of mesons provide access to experimentally clean measurements of the meson decay constants or the relevant Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. In the Standard Model (SM) the branching fraction for a leptonic decay of a charged pseudoscalar meson, such as D + s , is given by [1, 2] :
where M Ds is the D s mass, τ Ds is its lifetime, m is the lepton mass, V cs is the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element between the D s constituent quarks c and s, and G F is the Fermi coupling constant. The parameter f Ds is the decay constant, and is related to the wave-function overlap of the quark and anti-quark. The leptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons are suppressed by helicity conservation and their decay rates are thus proportional to the square of the lepton mass. Leptonic D s decays into electrons are not observable whereas decays to taus are favored over decays to muons in spite of the reduced phase-space in the former case.
If the magnitude of the relevant CKM matrix element is well known from other measurements then by measuring the leptonic branching fraction of a pseudoscalar meson one can determine the decay constant with high precision. Conversely, if one can precisely estimate the decay constant of a pseudoscalar meson, it is possible to determine the magnitude of the relevant CKM element.
Measurements of f Ds have been made by several groups: CLEO-c [3, 4, 5] , Belle [6] and BaBar [7] . Rosner and Stone combined the above measurements and report the experimental world average to be f exp Ds = (260 ± 5.4) MeV [2] . Within the SM, f Ds has been predicted using several methods [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . While most calculations give values lower than the f Ds measurement, the errors on predicted values are too large in most cases to claim any disagreement with experiment. The largest discrepancy (2.0 standard deviations) is with an unquenched lattice QCD (LQCD) calculation: f LQCD Ds = (248 ± 2.5) MeV [8] . There are several theoretical scenarios in which non SM particles may modify the leptonic decay rates of the D s meson. Akeroyd and Chen pointed out that leptonic decay widths are modified in two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) [15] . Measurements of f Ds with an accuracy that matches the precision of theoretical calculations are thus necessary in order to discover or constrain effects of NP.
In these proceedings we present preliminary results of absolute branching fraction measurements of D [6] performed on a smaller data sample. This analysis is based on a data sample of 913 fb −1 recorded near √ s = 10.68 GeV by the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy collider [16] .
Belle detector
The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) comprised of CsI(Tl) crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-return located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect K 0 L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The detector is described in detail elsewhere [17] . Two inner detector configurations were used. A 2.0 cm beampipe and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector was used for the first sample of 156 fb −1 , while a 1.5 cm beampipe, a 4-layer silicon detector and a small-cell inner drift chamber were used to record the remaining 757 fb −1 of data. Tracks are detected with the CDC and the SVD. They are required to have an impact parameter with respect to the interaction point of less than 0.5 cm in the radial direction and less than 1.5 cm in the beam direction. A likelihood ratio for a given track to be a kaon or pion, L (K,π) , is obtained by utilizing specific ionization energy loss measurements in the CDC, light yield measurements from the ACC, and time-of-flight information from the TOF. For electron identification we use position, cluster energy, shower shape in the ECL, combined with track momentum and dE/dx measurements in the CDC and hits in the ACC. For muon identification, we extrapolate the CDC track to the KLM and compare the measured range and transverse deviation in the KLM with the expected values. Photons are required to have energies in the laboratory frame of at least 50 -100 MeV, depending on the detecting part of the ECL. Neutral pion candidates are reconstructed using photon pairs with invariant mass between 120 and 150 MeV † . Neutral kaon candidates are reconstructed using charged pion pairs with invariant mass within ±20 MeV of the nominal K 0 mass.
Overview of the method
The method of absolute branching fraction measurement of D − s → − ν decays is similar to the one previously used by the Belle collaboration [6] and more recently by the Babar collaboration [7] . In this method the e + e − → cc events which contain D − s mesons produced through the following reactions:
are fully reconstructed in two steps. In these events one of the two charm quarks hadronizes into a D In the first step of the measurement no requirements are placed on the daughters of the signal D 
where p miss is the missing momentum in the event:
Here, p e + and p e − are the momenta of the colliding positron and electron beams, respectively, and the p Dtag , p K , p X frag , and p γ are the measured momenta of the reconstructed D tag , kaon, fragmentation system and the photon from D * s → D s γ decay, respectively. Correctly reconstructed events given in the Eq. 2 produce a peak in the M miss (D tag KX frag γ) at nominal D s meson mass.
In the second step we search for the purely leptonic D Table  1 ). Only modes with up to one π 0 in the final state are used in order to avoid large backgrounds.
The center of mass momentum of the D tag candidates (p * ) is required to be greater than 2.3 (or 2.5 for less clean D tag modes) GeV/c in order to reduce the background and to remove charmed hadrons originating from B decays. The decay products of the D tag candidates are fitted to a common vertex and candidates with poor fit quality are discarded (χ 2 /n.d.f < 20). The purity of D tag sample at this stage is rather low -around 17% in the signal region defined as ±3σ interval around the nominal D tag mass, where σ is the D tag decay mode dependent invariant mass resolution. In order to further clean up the D tag sample we train an NeuroBayes [19] neural network using small sample of real data (around 1% of the total sample). Network combines information from the following input variables into one single scalar output variable: the distance between the decay and the production vertices of D tag candidates in r −φ plane, the χ 2 /n.d.f of the vertex fit of D tag candidates, the cosine of the angle between the D tag momentum vector and the vector joining its decay and production vertices in r − φ plane, the cosine of the angle between the momentum of one of the D tag daughters momentum vector in the D tag rest frame and the D tag momentum in the laboratory frame (only for two-body D tag decays), particle identification likelihood ratios and for the D tag decay modes including π 0 the minimal energy of the two photons. To obtain the signal and background distributions of variables entering the NeuroBayes network a statistical tool to unfold the data distributions (sPlot) is applied [20] . The cut on the network output variable is optimized for each D tag mode individually by maximizing S/ √ S + B, where S (B) refers to the signal (background) yield in the signal window of D tag invariant mass determined by performing a fit to the D tag invariant mass distribution. After the optimization the purity of the correctly From the remaining tracks and π 0 candidates in the event that do not overlap with the D tag K candidate we form X frag candidates. Only modes with up to three pions and up to one π 0 are used in order to avoid large combinatoric background. In addition pions must have momentum larger than 100 MeV/c in the laboratory frame. At this stage no requirement is applied to the total charge of the X frag system. The D tag , X frag and K candidates are combined to form a D tag KX frag combinations and we keep only those with total charge ±1. The charm and strange quark content of the D tag KX frag system is required to be consistent with that recoiling from a D * s : if D tag is reconstructed in flavor specific decay mode and the primary kaon candidate is charged it is required that the kaon charge and the charm quantum number of D tag are opposite to the D * s charge; if primary kaon candidate is a K 0 S the charm quantum number of D tag is required to be opposite to the D * s charge; and if D tag is reconstructed in a self-conjugated decay mode the charge of the primary kaon is required to be opposite to the D * s charge. A kinematic fit to D tag KX frag candidate is performed in which the particles are required to originate from a common point inside the IP region, and the D tag mass is constrained to the nominal value. We select only one D tag KX frag candidate in an event which has missing mass, Finally, a photon candidate is identified which is consistent with the decay D * s → D s γ and does not overlap with the D tag KX frag system. We require that the energy of the photon candidate is larger then 120 MeV in the laboratory frame and that the cosine of the angle between the direction of D tag hadron and the direction of the photon candidate is negative, since the signal photon should be in opposite hemisphere of the event with respect to the D tag . We perform similar kinematic fit with the signal photon included and with the missing mass recoiling against the D tag KX frag constrained to the nominal D * s mass. All D tag KX frag γ candidates are required to have
2 (see Eqs. 4 and 3). After the final selections, there are in average 2.1 D tag KX frag γ candidates per event which are solely due to multiple γ candidates. We select a best D tag KX frag γ candidate to be the one with the highest NeuroBayes network output which is trained to separate signal photons from photons produced in other decays. A relative gain of around 23% in absolute reconstruction efficiency is obtained by applying the best D tag KX frag γ candidate selection instead of completely random selection. Figure 1 shows the distribution of M miss (D tag KX frag γ) for each X frag mode separately.
Inclusive D s yield extraction
The yield of inclusively reconstructed D s mesons is determined by performing a fit to the missing mass M miss (D tag KX frag γ) distribution for each X frag mode individually. The components of the fit are divided into six categories: signal, mis-reconstructed signal event (K candidate or one of the pions forming X frag system candidate originate from D s decay),
decay is taken to be signal γ candidate), wrong γ (the energy deposited in the ECL was produced by unmatched charged track or by beam induced interactions), and γ from π 0 (signal photon originates from a π 0 decay which does not originate from D * (s) decay). Each of the above six components is parameterized with a non-parametric histogram probability density function (PDF), H(M miss (D tag KX frag γ)), taken from a large sample of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events. The total PDF for given X frag mode is thus given by:
where N represents the yield of each component and first (second) term in the equation describes contribution of signal (sum of five background components In order to calibrate M miss (D tag KX frag γ) resolution a fit to the real data ∆M distribution is performed which is described as the sum of signal and background components:
The signal contribution, H sig (∆M ) ⊗ G(σ cal ), is parametrized using the histogram PDF obtained on simulated sample, H sig (∆M ), and is numerically convolved with a Gaussian function, G(σ cal ). The background is parametrized as the 2nd order polynomial. Best agreement between real data and simulated ∆M distributions are obtained when σ cal = 2.0 ± 0.2 MeV. The M miss (D tag KX frag γ) distributions for each X frag mode of real data inclusive D s sample with fit results superimposed (see Eq. 5) are shown in Fig. 1 . Total inclusive D s yield on real data sample corresponding to 913 fb −1 is found to be 94400 ± 1300, where uncertainty is statistical only. The PDFs describes well the observed data distributions -the normalized χ 2 values of the fits are between 1.06 and 1.32. Fit residuals exhibit no structures. To estimate the systematic uncertainty on the inclusive D s yield the fits are repeated by taking σ cal = 1.8 or 2.2 MeV.
The inclusive D s yield, including systematics uncertainties, is found to be N inc Ds = 94400 ± 1300(stat.) ± 1400(syst.).
We keep only inclusive D s candidates within the signal window of the M miss (D tag KX frag γ), defined as 1.95 < M miss (D tag KX frag γ) < 1.99 GeV, in rest of the analysis, except in case of exclusive reconstruction of
Ds recoil mass (GeV) After reconstructing the inclusive sample of D s mesons we proceed with the reconstruction of D s mesons decaying to:
In the following subsections we briefly describe the reconstruction procedure and signal yield extraction for all five studied decay modes, which then enters the calculation of absolute B(D s → f ) as: The ratio is consistent with unity within the uncertainty. Nevertheless the inverse of the f bias factor is corrected by the above ratio and its error is taken as a source of systematic uncertainty of measured absolute branching fractions. 
D
Here the γ stands for the signal photon candidate used to reconstruct D tag KX frag γ candidate. The M ( 
) § E.g. D s daughter particle might not be reconstructed or a fake charged track or π 0 candidate is counted.
where the signal and D * s → D s π 0 background are parametrized using the nonparametric histogram PDF obtained on a simulated sample (H), and the combinatorial background is parametrized as a third order polynomial. The signal distribution is convolved with a Gaussian function, G(σ excl cal ), in order to take into account the differences between the resolutions of M (K + K − π + γ) on real data and simulated samples. The σ excl cal is estimated using the same procedure as described in section 4.1. The only difference is that the resolution on M (KKπγ) is calibrated instead of the D * s and D s mass difference. We determine σ excl cal = 3.2 ± 0.2 MeV. Free parameters of the fit are the normalization parameters, N i , and combinatorial background shape parameters, c i .
The M (K + K − π + γ) distribution of exclusively reconstructed D s → KKπ decays within the inclusive D s sample obtained on real data sample is shown in Fig. 2 with fit results superimposed. The number of correctly reconstructed D s → KKπ decays is found to be
where the error is statistical only.
+ decays are reconstructed partially by requiring only one additional charged track to be present in rest of the event. The charged track is required to be consistent with kaon hypothesis and has charge equal to that of the inclusively reconstructed D s candidate. The neutral kaon is not reconstructed at all and it is identified as a peak at the nominal mass of neutral kaon squared in the missing mass squared distribution:
where the missing 4-momentum is given by . Their relative contribution can naively be estimated to be equal to tan 4 θ C ≈ 0.29% (θ C being the Cabibbo mixing angle), which is order of magnitude below the expected statistical uncertainty and can thus be safely neglected.
The signal yield of partially reconstructed D 
where the signal, and the two peaking backgrounds (D s → ηK and D s → π 0 K) are parametrized using the sum of 3 Gaussian functions. All the parameters of the latter peaking backgrounds are fixed to values determined on the simulated sample. In case of the signal all the shape parameters are fixed to the values determined on simulated sample, except the mean (m 
decays as well. We require only one charged track consistent with the pion hypothesis to be present in rest of the event. We do not perform any explicit reconstruction of η mesons which are identified as a peak at the nominal mass squared of η in the missing mass squared distribution: where the missing 4-momentum is given by
An explicit reconstruction of η meson would lead to a significant signal loss. In this sample of inclusive D s candidate plus additional charged pion there is a significant contribution from D s → τ ν decays, when τ lepton decays hadronically to charged pion and neutrino. These events are suppressed by requiring that the extra neutral energy in the ECL (E ECL ) to be larger than 1.0 GeV, where the E ECL represents a sum over all energy deposits in the ECL which are not associated to the tracks or neutrals used in inclusive reconstruction of D s candidates nor the charged pion candidate [21] . The D s → τ ν → πνν decays namely peak in E ECL at 0, while D s → ηπ decays deposit significant amount of energy in the ECL via the η decay products (see section 5.5 for more details).
where the signal and the peaking background from D s → K 0 π decays are parametrized using the sum of three Gaussian functions. All the parameters of the latter peaking background are fixed to values determined on simulated sample. In case of the signal all the shape parameters are fixed, except the mean (m 
The D neutrino is then identified as a peak at zero in the missing mass squared distribution:
where the missing 4-momentum is given by 
where the signal and the peaking background D s → ηπ are parametrized using the sum of 3 and 2 Gaussian functions, respectively. All the parameters of the latter peaking background are fixed to values determined on MC sample. In case of the signal all the shape parameters are fixed, except the mean (m Their contribution is therefore negligible and is not taken into account.
The distribution of M miss (D tag KX frag γµ) with superimposed fit result is shown in Fig.5 . The number of reconstructed D s → µν decays is found to be
The reconstruction of D + s → τ + ν τ is performed by requiring one charged track to be present in rest of the event and is identified as an electron, muon or a pion (denoted as D s → τ (X)ν where X = e, µ, π) indicating subsequent decay of τ lepton to eν e ν τ , µν µ ν τ or πν τ . Due to the multiple neutrinos in the final state these decays do not peak in the missing mass squared distribution:
where the missing 4-momentum is given by
The background in D s → τ (π)ν sample is much larger than in the leptonic modes which however can be significantly reduced by requiring the missing momentum of the event, p miss (D tag KX frag γπ), to be larger than 1.2 GeV. Background in this sample can be further reduced by requiring 0.0 < M The signal yield of D s → τ (X)ν τ decays is extracted from the fits to the E ECL distributions. The candidates are divided into three categories: X originates from the D s → τ (X)ν τ decay and the inclusive D s candidate is correctly reconstructed (signal); small contribution from other τ decays (cross-feed) is also considered as signal; X originates from a D s decay such as semileptonic h ν decays (when X = ) or hadronic D s decay modes (when X = π) and inclusive D s candidate is correctly reconstructed (D s → f background); and all other candidates (combinatorial background). The E ECL distribution is parametrized as:
where all components are described with non-parametric histogram PDF (H) taken from simulated samples.
ν, and D s → τ (π)ν decays are shown in Fig. 6 with fit results superimposed. The number of reconstructed signal decays are found to be:
where the errors are statistical only.
Results and Systematics
From the extracted signal yields of studied D s decay modes we determine their absolute branching fractions using Eq. 8. They are summarized in Table 2 and are found to be consistent with previous measurements performed by CLEO and Babar collaborations. Systematic errors for the measured branching fractions are associated with the uncertainties in the signal yields, the efficiencies, and the number of inclusively reconstructed D s .
The systematic error related to the normalization is assigned to be 1.95% (see Eq. 7) and is common for all studied D s → f decays. As described in Sec. 5 the f bias factor is corrected by the ε inc.
Ds | MC ratio and the uncertainty on the correction (1.37%) is assigned as systematic error referred to as tag bias and is common for all D s → f decays. The systematic errors in the D s → f reconstruction All systematic errors are given as relative uncertainties. M miss (D tag KX frag γ) < 1.94 GeV or M miss (D tag KX frag γ) > 2.00 GeV) with a linear function and modifying the combinatorial E ECL PDF within the fit errors. The uncertainties for the branching fractions of D s decays the true D s background categories that are fixed in the fits are estimated by changing the branching fractions by their experimental errors [1] . In case of D s → τ (e)ν τ and D s → τ (µ)ν τ decays the largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty originates from D s → K 0 ν decays and in case of D s → τ (π)ν τ from D s → ηπ and ρK decays. The τ cross-feed is fixed relative to the signal contribution in the nominal fit to the E ECL distributions of D s → τ ν samples. The ratios are varied within their uncertainties and the fits are repeated and the differences from the nominal fits are taken as the systematic uncertainties.
The total systematic error is calculated by summing the above uncertainties in quadrature. The estimated systematic errors are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 for the hadronic and leptonic D s decay modes, respectively.
Extraction of f D s and Conclusions
The value of f Ds is determined from measured branching fractions of leptonic D s decays. Inverting Eq. 1 yields
The external inputs necessary in the extraction of f Ds from the measured Bs are given in Table 5 . The |V cs | is obtained from the very well measured |V ud | = 0.97425 (22) and |V cb | = 0.04 from an average of exclusive and inclusive semileptonic B decay results 249.0 ± 6.6(stat.) ± 4.6(syst.) ± 1.7(τ Ds ) τ ν 261.9 ± 4.9(stat.) ± 7.0(syst.) ± 1.8(τ Ds ) Combination 255.0 ± 4.2(stat.) ± 4.7(syst.) ± 1.8(τ Ds ) Table 6 : Measured values of f Ds in µν and τ ν decay modes and the combination of the two.
The external inputs are all very precisely measured and do not introduce additional uncertainties except the D s lifetime, τ Ds , which introduces an 0.70% relative uncertainty on f Ds . Table 6 where the correlation of the systematic uncertainties between the µν and τ ν have been taken into account. This is the most precise measurement of f Ds up to date.
